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who is plowing (6 apoxptCv) and one who is sowing (6 caipcwv)" (6, 19); "Come (TpoaiXOTe) to me, you who desire (ot EXt0tuLo6vTe ) me" (24, 19); and finally, "Draw near (i-iaaxe) to me, you who are untaught (a&rxaisuTo)" (51, 23). Based on this evidence, the conclusion is drawn that Wisdom sayings were often introduced by an imperative followed by a description of the addressee. Thus, it is likely that the primitive Yoke Saying included both Stiche A and B.
Second, witnesses and allusions to the Yoke Saying in Christian literature also suggest that this logion included a form of address in which those who were laboring or burdened were mentioned as well as an imperative call. Stiche B, for instance, as well as Stiche A, is included in the Pistis Sophia variant of the Yoke Saying (95) although these stiches have been transposed.17 Thus: "Everyone who is weary (etharoots) and heavy-laden (ethose ha teuetpO), come (ameieten) to me." Another independent variant of this logion's found in the Dialogue of the Savior (141, 3-6) also argues for the inclusion in the primitive core of the Yoke Saying of an address to people who were burdened. The formation of the dialogue from the primitive logion, however, has obscured the actual saying and thus has resulted in the loss of an exact parallel of Stiche B; but there is a clear allusion to Stiche B in the Lord's response to Matthew's question regarding rest:
" '<You will [rest]> when you lay down thy burdens.' " The inference here is that the addressee(s) were burdened. The Yoke Saying which the author of the Dialogue Source used in developing his questions and answers clearly contained Stiche B.
The evidence from the Jewish Wisdom Literature is overwhelmingly supported by this logion's variants within the Christian literature. Therefore, the conclusion is substantiated that both Stiche A and B were part of the primitive Yoke Saying.
Stiche Bl: Stiche B1, "and I will give you rest," is found in the Matthew variant but not in the Thomas version. But again, from the available internal and external evidence, the conclusion is drawn that Stiche B1 is also part of the aphoristic core of this logion.
First, a review of the internal evidence lends support to the inclusion of Stiche Bi in the core aphorism. As shall be argued later in this essay,'9 Stiche B1 retains the Semitic parallelism of the saying as well as being a necessary structural part of the "form" which Sophia uses when calling or inviting people to herself. In addition, this essay will demonstrate that the concept of "rest" is viewed by the Hellenistic Jewish texts as the final consequence of Sophia's call20 and thus is not out of place in this Wisdom saying.
As with Stiche B, the external witnesses and allusions to Stiche B1 in Christian literature also argue for its inclusion. Following the address, "Everyone who is weary and heavy-laden, come to me," Pistis Sophia has: "and I will give you rest (tatiemton)." This is an undeniable witness to Stiche B1. In addition, Stiche B1 was, in all probability, the reference which the author of the Dialogue Source used when constructing the question that Matthew posed to Jesus in the Dialogue of the Savior 141, 3: " 'Why do we not put ourselves to rest at once?' " From this evidence, it is concluded that Stiche B1 also belongs to the primitive core of the Yoke Saying and represents the promise of Sophia-the gift which she offers to those people who come to her call. Stiche C and Cl: These stiches are not witnessed to in the Gospel of Thomas or in any other independent variant such as Pistis Sophia or the Dialogue of the Savior, but rather are found only in Matthew's gospel. They, unlike Stiche B and B1, break the Semitic parallelism, run counter to Wisdom theology, and are to be attributed to Matthew's redaction. Matthew inserted these verses in order to forward his own theological vision of Jesus and, very likely, used Old Testament proof texts as his models for the actual formation of these stiches.
Scholars have noted, in past research, that Stiche C and/or C1 break the internal parallelism of the saying.2' These stiches actually represent a "second invitation and a second promise"22 which disrupt the flow of the saying. Present in Matthew's rendition are two "because" clauses which, in the first place, are unparalleled and, in the second place, provide two explications for a single idea. As the saying stands in Matthew, the "parallelism" can be diagramed as follows:
Come to me all who are laboring and heavy-laden and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me, that (oit) I am gentle and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your souls, for (yap) my yoke is easy, and my burden is light. In the Jewish literature, the usage of "yoke" suggests, according to Buchler's extensive studies, a connection between the concept of kingship and the "yoke."3' In his review of this literature, Biichler has determined that the term "yoke" was understood in first century rabbinic traditions to be bound up with the idea of God's kingship.32 When the Israelites accepted the "yoke of Heaven/yoke of the kingship of God" (cwl smym/cwl mlkwth smym),33 they simply were accepting, according to the rabbis, the kingship or lordship of God. When they accepted the "yoke of a human being" ('wl bsr),34 they were accepting the kingship of a man. This human kingship was viewed as interfering with God's lordship of Israel and was in direct opposition to taking on the "yoke of Heaven."
Additionally, Biichler states that this understanding of "yoke" is rooted in the biblical texts themselves. He cites, for instance, the texts which deal with Nebuchadnezzar's conquest of many nations (Jeremiah 27,8; 28,2, 4, 10-14) as being characteristic of this application. Jeremiah 28,14 reads: "For thus says the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, I have put a yoke of iron upon the neck of all these nations, that they may serve him."35 Intertestamental literature also uses the terminology of taking on a "yoke" to refer to taking on the rule of a king. For example, 1 Maccabees 8,18 reads that Judas Maccabee sent messengers to Rome to "free themselves from the yoke; for they saw that the kingdom of the Greeks was completely enslaving Israel." Other "yoke" texts such as 1 Maccabees 8,31, 13,41, and Sirach 28,19-20 apply the term "yoke" in this way.36 Biichler concludes that "the imposition of the yoke implies subjection to the rule of the conqueror, obedience and service."37 Biichler goes as far as to suggest that texts such as Jeremiah 28,10-14, Leviticus 26,13, Isaiah 9,3, 10,24, 47,6, and 58,6 may refer to the fact that ancient conquerors actually "placed a yoke on the conquered as the symbol of their subjection."38 Yet, upon saying this, it must be noted that the concept of "burden" on three occasions in the biblical literature (Isaiah 9,3; 14,25; 10,27 ) is also intertwined with the terminology of kingship and yoke where the lordship of a ruler is sometimes refered to as "the yoke of his burden." This is seen, for instance, in Isaiah 9,3: "For the yoke of his burden, and the staff of his shoulder, the rod of his oppressor, you have broken as in the day of Midyan." Isaiah 14,25 states as well: "and his yoke shall depart from them, and his burden from their shoulder." The Targum, however, records the Aramaic version of this passage to have interpreted "his burden (swblw)" to have been "lease/rope (nyryh)," and "his yoke (Cwlw)" to have been "his lordship (mrwthyh)." Thus, in the Aramaic traditions, "yoke" and "lordship" were seen to be synonymous ideas. This is supported by the Targumic version of Isaiah 47,6 which replaces the Hebrew "your yoke (Cwlk)" with the Aramaic "lordship (mrwthyk)." In addition to these texts, Isaiah 10,27 reads: "And in that day his burden will depart from your shoulder, and his yoke will be destroyed from your neck." The Targum of this passage translates "his burden (swblw)" as the Aramaic "lordship (mrwthyh)," and "his yoke (Cwlw) as the Aramaic "lease/rope (nyryh)." This passage demonstrates that, in the Aramaic traditions, "lordship" and "burden" were also considered to be interchangeable terms and represented the condition of being "yoked." The conclusions are drawn from this evidence that first the terminology of "yoke" centrally revolved around the concept of "lordship" where the "lordship" was frequently described as a "yoke" and less often as a "burden." Second, in the Aramaic traditions, "yoke" and "burden" were terms which were interchangeable with the term "lordship."39 Thus, as the evidence demonstrates, throughout Jewish literature, the terminology of "yoke" is dependent upon the concept of "kingship" or "lordship." On two of these occasions, "yoke" and "burden" are linked together; but the Targum versions demonstrate that in the Aramaic traditions at least, these terms were interchangeable with the Aramaic term "lordship." On another occasion, "yoke of my burden" is an expression used to refer to the lordship of a ruler. Thus, even when the terms "yoke" and "burden" are used together, the concept of "lordship'" is still central to the text. On this basis, the Gospel of Thomas, most likely, witnesses to a more primitive variant of Stiche D than Matthew by coupling "yoke" with "lordship." This is especially true, if, as the majority of scholars agree, Jesus spoke Aramaic. This may also suggest that Matthew, either created or relied upon a Hebrew translation of this logion of Jesus in which the Aramaic "lordship (mrwthyh)" had been translated as the Hebrew "burden (swblw)" and finally took the form of the Greek "burden (poptoov)." In Matthew's creation of his Yoke Saying variant, he himself may have opted for "burden" instead of "lordship" for polemic reasons. Matthew saw the scribes as having loaded heavy burdens on the Jews (23,4) and he believed that the righteousness of the scribes was not sufficient in order for them to be able to enter the kingdom of heaven (5,20). Jesus, however, according to Matthew, had not come to abolish the Law, but to fulfill it (5,17). Jesus was giving a new Law, a new yoke; he was lifting the burden that the scribes had insisted on placing upon the people (11, 29) .4o In any case, the accumulated evidence supports the conclusion that the Gospel of Thomas has preserved the more primitive core of Stiche D.
Stiche Dl: First, upon examining the Gospel of Thomas and Matthew, the Gospel of Thomas states "you will find rest for yourselves," whereas Matthew states "you will find rest for your souls."41 Also, Stiche D1 occurs as the final stiche in the Gospel of Thomas but follows Stiche C1 in Matthew. In both of these cases, the more primitive form must be determined by using comparative and structural analysis.
Examination of the first and less complex issue suggests that "your souls" is simply an expression for "yourselves" and is dependent upon the Semitic concept of "life," "person," or "self" (nphs). Thus Matthew's version is reflecting the Semitic concept of "nphs" or "self" which has been transposed into the Greek language and rendered as "'uX i" or "soul." The meaning of this stiche, however, is essentially the same in both Matthew and Thomas: "You will find rest for yourselves."42 The Christian variant of this logion in the Dialogue of the Savior 141,3-6 supports this conclusion: "You will put yourselves to rest."43
The Gospel of Thomas, however, takes priority in the second issue: Stiche D1 is structurally sound as it stands in the Gospel of Thomas version-as the final clause of the logion. To begin, thematically, "rest" is known to be the final consequence of Sophia's call. For instance, Sirach 6,28 states: "at last you will find the rest she gives." Or Sirach 51,27 reads that after coming to Sophia's call, "[I] found for myself much rest." Second, in order to retain the Semitic parallelism in the logion as it has been reconstructed thus far, it is necessary for Stiche D1 to be the final stiche in the logion. Thus the reconstructed parallelism is those laboring and heavy-laden/give rest/yoke easy and lordship mild/find rest rather than as Matthew has presented it: those laboring and heavy-laden/give rest/find rest/yoke easy and burden light.
It can be further substantiated that in Matthew's redaction of this logion which included the additions discussed above, Matthew noticed that he had broken the primitive Semitic parallelism and so attempted to create a chiasma by transposing Stiche D1 so that it occured before Stiche D. Thus Matthew has redacted the logion as follows:
1. Come to me, those who are laboring and heavy-laden, 2. and I will give you rest. Come to her like one who plows and sows, and wait for her good harvest. For in her service you will toil a little while, and soon you will eat of her produce.
Sirach 24,19-20
Come to me you who desire me, and eat your fill of my produce.
For the remembrance of me is sweeter than honey, and my inheritance sweeter than the honeycomb.
Sirach 6,27-28
Search out and seek (my son) and she will become known to you. And when you get hold of her, do not let her go. For at last you will find the rest she gives and she will be changed into joy for you.
This form can easily be expanded by inserting other material (in italics in the following example) into the bare structure such as found in Sirach 51,26-27:
Draw near to me, you who are untaught, and lodge in my school.
Why do you say you are lacking in these things, and why are your souls very thirsty? I opened my mouth and said, Get these things for yourselves without money.
Put your neck under the yoke, and let your souls receive instruction.
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On the basis of these parallels, it is suggested that a particular structure existed for a logion which was concerned with inviting people to come to Sophia, a structure which included at the minimum five stiches as diagramed above. The reconstructed aphoristic core of the Yoke Saying attests to this structure as well as similar Sophia invitations in the Jewish Wisdom literature.
General Conclusions: The Gospel of Thomas 90 has proven to have retained more primitive content and structure than that found in Matthew's version of this saying. The logion in the Gospel of Thomas has been contracted, however, as it was transmitted from person to person, and from generation to generation. Thus, the Gospel of Thomas does not attest to Stiche B or B1. Matthew, on the other hand, has preserved much of the primitive content, but has expanded the saying with interpretative glosses and has rearranged its structure for redactive purposes. Primitive Aramaic tendencies in this saying were discovered in Stiche D and were preserved by Thomas' emphasis on "lordship" rather than "burden." It must be noted that this does not mean that Thomas' emphasis retains the ipsissima verba of Jesus of Nazareth; but it certainly indicates a very early tradition from a Jewish-Christian community-a tradition pre-dating Matthew's polemic emphasis on "burden." Additionally, in reconstructing the Yoke Saying's aphoristic core, the structure of Wisdom logia which center around inviting people to Sophia was discovered. This structure has been generically labeled, "Sophia's Invitation", and is represented by a five-stiche structure: 1. a call of Sophia; 2. a description of the people in need; 3. Sophia's gift presented; 4. a description of the person's new duty to Sophia; and 5. Sophia's gift reinstated. The reconstructed aphoristic core of the Yoke Saying is characterized by this five-stiche structure and suggests that the most primitive understanding of this logion centered around Sophia and her call: Jesus, like Sophia, calls people who are laboring to himself, and promises them rest; for only when these people come under his yoke, his lordship-that is, when these people serve him-will they find the rest (for themselves).44 This primitive understanding has been retained in Thomas' version of the Yoke Saying. 
